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Organic MCT (medium chain 

triglyceride) oil is a mild tasting oil, 

naturally sourced from 100% pure 

coconut. It is an excellent source of the 

most unique and nourishing fats in the 

world. MCT oil is metabolized in the 

liver and absorbed directly into the 

bloodstream from the digestive tract, 

meaning MCTs do not require any 

energy to be absorbed, used or stored in 

the body. This remarkable oil also 

supports muscle building and fat 

burning, revitalizing a healthy 

metabolism. MCTs are an ideal source 

of instant clean, slow burning, 

ketogenic energy, nourishing each hard 

working cell and providing vitality for 

the whole body.

- Provides a direct source of instant fuel

- Supports healthy digestion and 

  muscle energy

- Naturally sourced from 100% pure  

  coconut

- Ketogenic

- Allergen Free

- Healthy Fats

- Great for recovery

ORGANIC MCT OIL
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A concentrated MCT oil is a better source of 

particular fatty acids like capric and caprylic 

acid that help the body make energy. MCT oils 

are one of the most efficient producers of 

ketones, an alternative form of energy to 

glucose, preferred by the brain and many cell 

types. Ketones energize the body without 

raising blood sugar or insulin levels, which 

can be very supportive of fat loss in addition 

to being invigorating. The passive nature of 

their absorption means that MCTs do not 

require any energy to be absorbed, used or 

stored in the body.

- MCT oil provides a direct source of instant 

fuel, nourishing the intestinal cells body.

- MCTs are a fat-burning fat, fueling and 

revitalizing metabolism and supporting 

muscle building.

- MCT oil supports healthy digestion and 

muscle energy.

- MCT oil has a mild taste that makes it a 

supercharged addition to many foods and 

beverages.

- MCTs are an ideal source of instant clean, 

slow burning, ketogenic energy, nourishing 

each hard-working cell and providing 

vitality for the whole body.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES



Lovenature Superfoods are dedicated to sustainability and purity in manufacturing, carefully 

selecting raw materials to bring the most nutritious products in the world to you. We are commited 

to produce the highest quality food ingredients, herbal phytonutrients and healthcare products how 

nature intended. Free from herbicides, pesticides, toxins and chemicals, with nothing synthetic 

added- ever.
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